
Figure 1: Examples of creative livestreams
onTwitch, YouTube, andFacebook. Artists
stream videos of themselves working
on creative projects such as illustration,
crafts, drawing, andmusic. Sources: bit.ly/
2SJYFRa, bit.ly/2TK12Rq, bit.ly/2SK5zWE,
bit.ly/2Bv9Y69
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ABSTRACT
Many artists have begun livestreaming the process behind their creative work, allowing viewers to
learn and be inspired from the decisions - and mistakes - they make along the way. Our current
research explores creative livestreams, a growing medium where people share a window into their
work as it unfolds. Through content analysis of a sample of livestream archives, we provide a general
sketch of creative livestreams and identify four common forms they take. Based on this as well as
interviews with streamers and surveys with viewers, we identify open questions for the research
community around how to better support the goals of creative streamers and viewers.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Social content sharing.
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 2: A typical creative livestream
setup. (a) A camera or screencast displays
the artist’s workspace. (b) A second cam-
era shows the artist’s face. (c) Graphi-
cal overlays provide ambient information
about the artist (e.g., social media pages)
and display interactions with the audi-
ence (e.g., pop-ups that appearwhen view-
ers subscribe or donate to the stream). (d)
Live chat allows viewers to communicate
with the streamer.

Artists communicate and share their creative work through online galleries, communities, and social
media. Some also share works-in-progress, how-to tutorials, and videos describing the process that
leads them to a final product. However, these highly curated windows into process require time and
effort for the creators to produce and share. Livestreaming allows creators to share their unedited
process while they work. Many artists have begun to broadcast live video as they work on graphic
design, crafting, drawing, or music through platforms like Twitch and YouTube1 (Figure 1). These videos

1twitch.tv, youtube.com

usually feature the artist’s workspace, a view of their face, and audio of them narrating as they work
(Figure 2). Communities have formed around creative livestreaming, including dedicated platforms
for sharing creative process (e.g., Picarto2). Livestreaming democratizes the studio-apprentice model,

2picarto.tv

enabling anyone to see experts’ in-context choices by working alongside them [11].
Research on livestreaming has mainly focused on other domains, such as video games [3, 4, 8, 12],

software programming [1, 2], and lifestyle [6, 14]. Our ongoing work explores current practices for
creative livestreaming, and how they compare to other livestreamed activities. By “creative livestreams,”
we mean activities such as “visual art, woodworking, costume creation, prop building, music composi-
tion, or any other process in which you entertain and connect around a creative activity” [7].

Through content analysis of a sample of livestream archives, we provide a general sketch of creative
livestreams and identify four common forms they take. We have also conducted interviews with 8
streamers, and online surveys with 165 viewers, the details of which will not be discussed in this paper.
Based on our findings, we propose four main open questions regarding how to better support the
goals of creative streamers and viewers.

WHAT ARE CREATIVE LIVESTREAMS?
Creative livestreams are showing up on many different platforms. Picarto, a livestreaming platform
dedicated to creative work, launched in 2013; Twitch launched its Creative category in 2015 [7]. To
deal with its explosion in popularity, Twitch replaced the Creative category with six more-specific
categories in September 2018: Art, Music & Performing Arts, Science & Technology, Beauty & Body Art,
Food & Drink, and Makers & Crafting [9]. Creative livestreams also appear on many other platforms,

www.twitch.tv
www.youtube.com
www.picarto.tv
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but often without a distinct category. For example, many creative streams on YouTube are categorized
as Education, How-to & Style, or even Gaming.Category Avg. #

livestreams
Avg. # live
viewers

Avg. #
viewers
/ stream

Art 339 6417 21
Beauty &
Body Art

5 177 17

Food &
Drink

19 1088 64

Makers &
Crafting

40 680 16

Music &
Performing Arts

286 6881 24

Science &
Technology

91 1155 12

Table 1: Summary of popularity of
Twitch’s creative livestream categories.
The number of currently-live streams
and currently-watching viewers were
collected 4 times a day for a week and
then averaged.

To gain an initial understanding of the forms creative livestreams can take, we analyzed a sample
of videos on Twitch, one of the most popular platforms for livestreaming. For each of Twitch’s six
creative categories, we gathered aggregate metrics about streamers and viewers. We also watched
and took notes on 29 videos randomly sampled from the 600 most-viewed videos in each category.

Results: Most streamers focus on work & engage with viewers. Table 1 shows overall metrics for the
creative categories on Twitch. The most popular categories by far are Art and Music & Performing
Arts. The category with the most viewers watching per stream is Food & Drink, likely because there
are fewer streams to choose from relative to the number of interested viewers. These communities
are small relative to the most popular games; for example, the game Fortnite has between 5,000 and
10,000 streams live on Twitch at any given time, with around 100,000 viewers watching.

The 29 sampled videos span a range of different creative activities (Table 2). Almost all videos
contained either a screencast view for digital work (13/29) or a camera view for physical work (15/29).
Most (26/29) showed the artist’s face: in 10 as part of the main camera feed, and 16 as a separate feed
overlaid in a corner (as in Figure 2). Almost all artists (27/29) talked out loud while streaming; of the
two silent streamers, one occasionally posted in the chat. Most artists talked about a mix of their
work and other topics (18/29). Some talked only about their work (9), or only about other topics (1).
Many videos (19/29) included background music.

Most artists engaged with the chat at least sometimes (24/29). 18 artists engaged frequently with
the chat, and 6 occasionally. In all 26 videos where chat replay was available, viewers asked the artist
questions via chat at least occasionally, or in some videos (9/26) frequently. In 15 of these videos, all
chat questions appeared to get answered, sometimes by other viewers or moderators in the chat. In
the rest, some (7/13) or many (4/13) questions went unanswered.

Four common types of creative livestreams. We identified four common types of creative livestreams.
Sjöblom et al. [13] offer a similar characterization of video game livestreams. Table 2 shows the primary
type of each stream in our sample. These are high-level trends; some streams bridge multiple types.

Teaching streams have an instructional focus, where the streamer is educating the viewers. These
include step-by-step how-to demonstrations, critiquing others’ work, or answering viewers’ questions.

Making streams focus primarily on creative work and process, but not explicit teaching. These
include an artist silently working, or an artist describing what they are doing but not how.
Socializing streams feature the streamer chatting casually with viewers, often while working on a

project (but the project is not the main focus). Socializing streams often have tight-knit communities
with recurring viewers.
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Performing streams feature the artist performing their work. Naturally, these mostly include
performative arts like music and acting (e.g., as opposed to drawing). These often take a more casual,
improvisational form than non-live recorded performances.

Within each type, the amount of interaction between the streamer and the audience varies. Some
streamers hold “request streams” or “Q&A streams”, where the content and flow are determined by
audience requests or questions, respectively. Some hold contests or lead audience games.

Category Activity (# videos if >1) Primary type
of stream

Art Multimedia production Making
Digital drawing (4) Making
Animation Teaching

Beauty & Makeup Socializing
Body Art Makeup (3) Making

Food & Drink Cooking Teaching

Makers & Making foam props Teaching
Crafting Sewing quilts Socializing

Bead art (2) Making
Assembling models Making
Assembling models Socializing
Woodworking Making
Pottery Making

Music & Music production Performing
Performing Arts Music production Making

Acting & improv games Performing

Science & Building a computer Making
Technology Programming (3) Making

Game development (2) Teaching
Talking about technology Socializing

Table 2: Creative activities shown in a
random sample of 29 livestreams from
Twitch’s creative categories, and the pri-
mary type of structure each stream ex-
hibits.

OPEN QUESTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES
We have also conducted interviews with 8 creative streamers, and online surveys with 165 creative
livestream viewers. Our main findings were that streamers enjoy engaging with viewers but often find
it difficult to balance their attention between that and their work, and that one of the main reasons
people watch creative livestreams is for inspiration. These led us to the following open questions and
opportunities, many of which may apply to other livestreaming activities beyond creative work.

How might creative livestreams better engage viewers? In line with prior work, we found
that creative streamers primarily interact with their audiences through live text chat. Sometimes,
conflicting viewer goals can hinder the chat experience; e.g., learners’ questions can get lost in the
many lines of text written by viewers who are there primarily for social engagement. Are there better
ways for streamers and viewers to interact?

How might we support creative livestreams as audiences scale? While creative livestream
communities are currently small compared to livestreams in other domains like video gaming, they
are also relatively new. While some streamers enlist moderators to help enforce chat rules and
answer questions, not all streamers have the time or experience to find and train reliable moderators
themselves. How might we democratize the experience of having supportive moderators, and what
other facilitation might streamers need?

Howmightwemake creativeworkmore “performable”? Echoing prior work on programming
livestreamers [1], several of our interview participants mentioned that they were not comfortable
streaming certain parts of their creative process, because they worried it would not engage the
audience or it required their full focus. It can be inspiring and educational for viewers to watch the
early ideation stages, but these parts of the process can be hard to share live, as they feature a lot
of internal reflection and messy iteration [10]. How might livestreaming platforms better support
sharing all parts of the creative process?

How might we better support watching livestream archives? Some viewers in our surveys
watch livestream replays when they are no longer live. This viewing experience is often lacking because
livestreamed videos are long, have limited navigation options, and include long periods of downtime
and conversation with the then-live chat [5]. How might we better summarize and navigate creative
livestreams after the fact?
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